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Postal Service Marks
Two Historic Space
Missions With Stamps

(NASA/USPS) The Postal Service dedicated
two stamps today commemorating two historic
events, one that occurred a half century ago,
and the second that’s making history now.
The 50th anniversary of America’s first
manned spaceflight and an unmanned
spacecraft currently charting planet Mercury
were commemorated on two 44-cent First-Class
Forever stamps. The dedication ceremony took
place next to a seven-story replica of the rocket
Alan Shepard piloted to become America’s
first man in space. A second stamp celebrates
the MESSENGER Mission spacecraft that is
currently orbiting and charting planet Mercury.
“These two historic missions, Shepard’s
Mercury flight that took place 50 years ago
tomorrow, and MESSENGER’s current orbiting
of Mercury, frame a remarkable 50-year
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span in which America has advanced space
exploration through more than 1,500 manned
and unmanned flights,” said Stephen Masse,
U.S. Postal Service vice president, finance and
planning, in dedicating the stamps. “The
Postal Service is proud to commemorate
these achievements on stamps.”
“These stamps, which will go out by the
millions across this country, are a testament
to the thousands of NASA men and women
who shared dreams of human spaceflight and
enlarging our knowledge of the universe,”
said NASA Administrator Charles Bolden.
As the world watched on television, Shepard
blasted off from Cape Canaveral, FL, on May
5, 1961. The flight reached a maximum speed
of 5,100 mph, roughly eight times the speed
of sound, and a zenith of 116 miles above the
Earth. With parachutes deploying, the space
capsule safely splashed down in the Atlantic
some 300 miles from the launch site.”
On March 17, 2011, MESSENGER became
the first spacecraft to enter into orbit around
Mercury. MESSENGER (MErcury Surface,
Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and
Ranging) is a scientific mission to investigate
Mercury, which some scientists say is “the
least-studied terrestrial planet” in our solar
system. f
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Surprisingly Young
Galaxy
(NASA/STScI) Astronomers have uncovered
one of the youngest galaxies in the distant
universe, with stars that formed 13.5 billion
years ago, a mere 200 million years after the
Big Bang. The finding addresses questions
about when the first galaxies arose, and how
the early universe evolved.
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope was the
first to spot the newfound galaxy. Detailed
observations
from
the
W.M. Keck
Observatory
o n Ma u n a
Kea in Hawaii
revealed the
observed light
dates to when
the universe
was
only
950 million
years old;
the universe
formed about
13.7 billion
years ago.
Infrared data
f ro m b o t h
Hubble and
NASA's Spitzer
Space Telescope
revealed the galaxy's stars are quite mature,
having formed when the universe was just a
toddler at 200 million years old.
"This challenges theories of how soon
galaxies formed in the first years of the
universe," said Johan Richard of the Center for
Astronomical Research, Observatory of Lyon,
onOrbit is made available to all K-12

school libraries in Nevada thanks to the
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of The Planetarium
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France, lead author of a new study accepted
for publication in the Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society. "It could even
help solve the mystery of how the hydrogen
fog that filled the early universe was cleared."
This galaxy is not the most distant ever
observed, but it is one of the youngest to be
observed with such clarity. Normally, galaxies
like this one are extremely faint and difficult
to study, but, in this case, nature has provided
the astronomers with a cosmic magnifying
glass. The galaxy's image is being magnified
by the gravity of a massive cluster of galaxies
parked in front
of it, making
it appear
11
times
brighter. This
phenomenon
is
called
gravitational
lensing.
"Wit ho ut
this big lens
in space, we
co u l d n o t
study galaxies
this faint with
currently
available
observing
facilities,"
said co-author
Eiichi Egami of
the University
of Arizona in Tucson. "Thanks to nature, we
have this great opportunity to see our universe
as it was eons ago."
The findings may help explain how the early
universe became "reionized." At some point
in our universe's early history, it transitioned
from the so-called dark ages to a period of light,
as the first stars and galaxies began to ignite.
This starlight ionized neutral hydrogen atoms
floating around in space, giving them a charge.
Ultraviolet light could then travel unimpeded
through what had been an obscuring fog.
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The discovery of a galaxy possessing stars
that formed only 200 million years after the
Big Bang helps astronomers probe this cosmic
reionization epoch. When this galaxy was
developing, its hot, young stars would have
ionized vast amounts of the neutral hydrogen
gas in intergalactic space. A population of
similar galaxies probably also contributed to
this reionization, but they are too faint to see
without the effects of gravitational lensing.
NASA's James Webb Space Telescope,
scheduled to launch later this decade, will
be able to see these faint galaxies lacking
magnification. A successor to Hubble and
Spitzer, the James Webb Space Telescope will
see infrared light from the missing population
of early galaxies. As a result, the mission will
reveal some of our universe's best-kept secrets.
"Seeing a galaxy as it appeared near the
beginning of the universe is an awe-inspiring
feat enabled by innovative technology and
the fortuitous effect of gravitational lensing,"
said Jon Morse, NASA's Astrophysics Division
director at the agency's headquarters in
Washington. "Observations like this open
a window across space and time, but more
importantly, they inspire future work to one
day peer at the stars that lit up the universe
following the Big Bang." f

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/
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SWIFT and Hubble
Probe Asteroid
Collision Debris

(NASA/STScI) Late last year, astronomers
noticed an asteroid named Scheila had
unexpectedly brightened, and it was sporting
short-lived plumes. Data from NASA's Swift
satellite and Hubble Space Telescope showed
these changes likely occurred after Scheila was
struck by a much smaller asteroid.
"Collisions between asteroids create rock
fragments, from fine dust to huge boulders,
that impact planets and their moons," said
Dennis Bodewits, an astronomer at the
University of Maryland in College Park and
lead author of the Swift study. "Yet this is the
first time we've been able to catch one just
weeks after the smash-up, long before the
evidence fades away."
Asteroids are rocky fragments thought to be
debris from the formation and evolution of the
solar system approximately 4.6 billion years
ago. Millions of them orbit the Sun between
Mars and Jupiter in the main asteroid belt.
Scheila is approximately 70 miles across and
orbits the Sun every five years.
"The Hubble data are most simply explained
by the impact, at 11,000 mph, of a previously
unknown asteroid about 100 feet in diameter,"
said Hubble team leader David Jewitt at the
University of California in Los Angeles. Hubble
did not see any discrete collision fragments,
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unlike its 2009 observations of P/2010 A2, the
first identified asteroid collision.
The studies appeared in the May 20 edition
of The Astrophysical Journal Letters and are
available online.
Astronomers have known for decades that
comets contain icy material that erupts when
warmed by the Sun. They regarded asteroids
as inactive rocks whose densities, surfaces,
shapes, and sizes were determined by mutual
impacts. However, this simple picture has
grown more complex over the past few years.
During certain parts of their orbits, some
objects, once categorized as asteroids, clearly
develop comet-like features that can last for
many months. Others display much shorter
outbursts. Icy materials may be occasionally
exposed, either by internal geological processes
or by an external one, such as an impact.
On Dec. 11, 2010, images from the University
of Arizona's Catalina Sky Survey, a project
of NASA's Near Earth Object Observations
Program, revealed Scheila to be twice as bright
as expected and immersed in a faint comet-like
glow. Looking through the survey's archived
images, astronomers inferred the outburst
began between Nov. 11 and Dec. 3.
Three days after the outburst was announced,
Swift's Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT)
captured multiple images and a spectrum of
the asteroid. Ultraviolet sunlight breaks up
the gas molecules surrounding comets; water,
for example, is transformed into hydroxyl
and hydrogen. But none of the emissions
most commonly identified in comets, such as
hydroxyl or cyanogen, show up in the UVOT
spectrum. The absence of gas around Scheila
led the Swift team to reject scenarios where

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/
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exposed ice accounted for the activity.
Images show the asteroid was flanked in the
north by a bright dust plume and in the south
by a fainter one. The dual plumes formed as
small dust particles excavated by the impact
were pushed away from the asteroid by sunlight.
Hubble observed the asteroid's fading dust
cloud on Dec. 27, 2010, and Jan. 4, 2011.
The two teams found the observations were
best explained by a collision with a small
asteroid impacting Scheila's surface at an
angle of less than 30°, leaving a crater 1,000
feet across. Laboratory experiments show a
more direct strike probably wouldn't have
produced two distinct dust plumes. The
researchers estimated the crash ejected more
than 660,000 tons of dust, equivalent to nearly
twice the mass of the Empire State Building.
The Swift team also includes Michael F.
A'Hearn, Jian-Yang Li, and Sebastien Besse at
the University of Maryland, College Park, and
Wayne Landsman at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. Additional
members of the Hubble team include Harold
Weaver at the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, Md.;
Max Mutchler at the Space Telescope Science
Institute in Baltimore; Stephen Larson at the
University of Arizona, Tucson; and Jessica
Agarwal at the University of Potsdam in
Germany.
"The dust cloud around Scheila could be
10,000 times as massive as the one ejected from
comet 9P/Tempel 1 during NASA's University
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of Maryland-led Deep Impact mission," said
co-author Michael Kelley, also at the University
of Maryland. "Collisions allow us to peek
inside comets and asteroids. Ejecta kicked
up by Deep Impact contained lots of ice, and
the absence of ice in Scheila's interior shows
that it's entirely unlike comets." f

Chandra Finds New
Evidence on Origin of
Supernovas
(NASA/CXC) Astronomers may now know
the cause of an historic supernova explosion that
is an important type of object for investigating
dark energy in the universe. The discovery,
made using NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory,
also provides strong evidence that a star can
survive the explosive impact generated when
a companion star goes supernova.
The new study examined the remnant of a
supernova observed by the Danish astronomer
Tycho Brahe in 1572. The object, dubbed
Tycho for short, was formed by a Type Ia
supernova, a category of stellar explosion
useful in measuring astronomical distances
because of their reliable brightness. Type Ia
supernovas have been used to determine that
the universe is expanding at an accelerating
rate, an effect attributed to the prevalence of
an invisible, repulsive force throughout space
called dark energy.
A team of researchers analyzed a deep
Chandra observation of Tycho and found
an arc of X-ray emission in the supernova
remnant. Evidence supports the conclusion
that a shock wave created the arc when a white
dwarf exploded and blew material off the
surface of a nearby companion star.
"There has been a long-standing question
about what causes Type Ia supernovas," said
Fangjun Lu of the Institute of High Energy
Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences in
Beijing. "Because they are used as steady
beacons of light across vast distances, it is
critical to understand what triggers them."

One popular scenario for Type Ia supernovas
involves the merger of two white dwarfs. In
this case, no companion star or evidence for
material blasted off a companion should exist.
In the other main competing theory, a white
dwarf pulls material from a "normal," or sunlike, companion star until a thermonuclear
explosion occurs. Both scenarios may actually
occur under different conditions, but the
latest Chandra result from Tycho supports
the latter one.
In addition, the Tycho study seems to show the
remarkable resiliency of stars, as the supernova
explosion appears to have blasted very little
material off the companion star. Previously,
studies with optical telescopes have revealed a
star within the remnant that is moving much
more quickly than its neighbors, hinting that
it could be the missing companion.

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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"It looks like this companion star was right
next to an extremely powerful explosion and it
survived relatively unscathed," said Q. Daniel
Wang of the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst. "Presumably it was also given a
kick when the explosion occurred. Together
with the orbital velocity, this kick makes the
companion now travel rapidly across space."
Using the properties of the X-ray arc and
the candidate stellar companion, the team
determined the orbital period and separation
between the two stars in the binary system before
the explosion. The period was estimated to
be about 5 days, and the separation was only
about a millionth of a light year, or less than
a tenth the distance between the Sun and the
Earth. In comparison, the remnant itself is
about 20 light years across.
Other details of the arc support the idea
that it was blasted away from the companion
star. For example, the X-ray emission of the
remnant shows an apparent "shadow" next to
the arc, consistent with the blocking of debris
from the explosion by the expanding cone of
material stripped from the companion.
"This stripped stellar material was the missing
piece of the puzzle for arguing that Tycho's
supernova was triggered in a binary with a
normal stellar companion," said Lu. "We now
seem to have found this piece."
The shape of the arc is different from any
other feature seen in the remnant. Other
features in the interior of the remnant include
recently announced stripes, which have a
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different shape and are thought to be features
in the outer blast wave caused by cosmic ray
acceleration.
These results appeared in the May 1st issue
of The Astrophysical Journal. The other
authors of the paper include M.Y. Ge, J.L.
Qu, S.J. Zheng and Y. Chen from the Institute
of High Energy Physics, and X.J. Yang from
Xiangtan University. NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., manages the
Chandra program for NASA's Science Mission
Directorate in Washington. The Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory controls Chandra's
science and flight operations from Cambridge,
Mass. f

Hubble Celebrates
21st Anniversary
(NASA/STScI) To celebrate the 21st
anniversary of the Hubble Space Telescope's
deployment into space, astronomers at the
Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore,
Md., pointed Hubble's eye at an especially
photogenic pair of interacting galaxies called
Arp 273.
"For 21 years, Hubble has profoundly changed
our view of the universe, allowing us to see
deep into the past while opening our eyes to
the majesty and wonders around us," NASA
Administrator Charles Bolden said. "I was
privileged to pilot space shuttle Discovery as
it deployed Hubble. After all this time, new
Hubble images still inspire awe and are a
testament to the extraordinary work of the
many people behind the world's most famous
observatory."
Hubble was launched April 24, 1990, aboard
Discovery's STS-31 mission. Hubble discoveries
revolutionized nearly all areas of current
astronomical research from planetary science
to cosmology.
"Hubble is America's gift to the world," Sen.
Barbara Mikulski of Maryland said. "Its jawdropping images have rewritten the textbooks
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday

and inspired generations of schoolchildren
to study math and science. It has been
documenting the history of our universe for
21 years. Thanks to the daring of our brave
astronauts, a successful servicing mission in
2009 gave Hubble new life. I look forward
to Hubble's amazing images and inspiring
discoveries for years to come."
The newly released Hubble image shows a
large spiral galaxy, known as UGC 1810, with a
disk that is distorted into a rose-like shape by
the gravitational tidal pull of the companion
galaxy below it, known as UGC 1813. A swath
of blue jewel-like points across the top is the
combined light from clusters of intensely bright
and hot young blue stars. These massive stars
glow fiercely in ultraviolet light.
The smaller,nearly edge-on companion shows
distinct signs of intense star formation at its
nucleus, perhaps triggered by the encounter
with the companion galaxy.
Arp 273 lies in the constellation Andromeda
and is roughly 300 million light-years away
from Earth. The image shows a tenuous tidal
bridge of material between the two galaxies
that are separated from each other by tens of
thousands of light-years.
A series of uncommon spiral patterns in the

The Astronomy Store features items for
sale that are of interest to the patrons of
The Planetarium. We carry a wide variety
of novelties, toys and observing aids with
a space or astronomical theme. When
patrons obtain their tickets to planetarium
shows, they can also purchase a variety of
astronomically oriented items. Friends of
The Planetarium receive a 10% discount.

large galaxy is a tell-tale sign of interaction. The
large, outer arm appears partially as a ring, a
feature seen when interacting galaxies actually
pass through one another. This suggests that
the smaller companion actually dived deep,
but off-center, through UGC 1810. The inner
set of spiral arms is highly warped out of the
plane, with one of the arms going behind the
bulge and coming back out the other side.
How these two spiral patterns connect is still
not precisely known.
A possible mini-spiral may be visible in the
spiral arms of UGC 1810 to the upper right.
It is noticeable how the outermost spiral arm
changes character as it passes this third galaxy,
from smooth with lots of old stars (reddish in
color) on one side to clumpy and extremely
blue on the other. The fairly regular spacing
of the blue star-forming knots fits with what
is seen in the spiral arms of other galaxies and
is predictable based on instabilities in the gas
contained within the arm.
The larger galaxy in the UGC 1810 - UGC
1813 pair has a mass that is about five times
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that of the smaller galaxy. In unequal pairs
such as this, the relatively rapid passage of
a companion galaxy produces the lopsided
or asymmetric structure in the main spiral.
Also in such encounters, the starburst activity
typically begins in the minor galaxies earlier
than in the major galaxies. These effects could
be because the smaller galaxies have consumed
less of the gas present in their nuclei, from
which new stars are born.
The interaction was imaged on December
17, 2010, with Hubble's Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3). The picture is a composite of data
taken with three separate filters on WFC3 that
allow a broad range of wavelengths covering
the ultraviolet, blue, and red portions of the
spectrum. f

Mars Tribute Marks
Memories of Shepard's
Flight
(NASA/JPL) The team exploring Mars via
NASA's Opportunity rover for the past seven
years has informally named a Martian crater
for the Mercury spacecraft that astronaut Alan
Shepard christened Freedom 7. On May 5,
1961, Shepard piloted Freedom 7 in America's
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first human spaceflight.
The team is using Opportunity in early May
to acquire images covering a cluster of small,
relatively young craters along the rover's route
toward a long-term destination. The cluster's
largest crater is the one called Freedom 7. The
diameter of Freedom 7 crater, about 82 feet,
happens to be equivalent to the height of the
Redstone rocket that launched Shepard's flight.
"Many of the people currently involved with
the robotic investigations of Mars were first
inspired by the astronauts of the Mercury
Project who paved the way for the exploration
of our solar system," said Scott McLennan of
the State University of New York at Stony Brook,
who is this week's long-term planning leader
for the rover science team. Shepard's flight
was the first of six Project Mercury missions
piloted by solo astronauts.
Rover team member James Rice of NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Md., said, "The first 50 years of American
manned spaceflight have been built upon
immeasurable courage, dedication, sacrifice,
vision, patriotism, teamwork and good oldfashioned hard work, all terms that embody
and define the United States and her people.
Alan Shepard's brave and historic 15-minute
flight in Freedom 7 put America in space, and
then a scant eight years later, Americans were
standing upon the surface of the moon."
Shepard himself would later walk on the moon
when he commanded the Apollo 14 mission in
early 1971, less than 10 years after his Freedom
7 flight. He died on July 21, 1998.
By taking advantage of seeing many craters
of diverse ages during drives toward major
destinations, the Opportunity mission is
documenting how impact craters change
with time. The cluster that includes Freedom
7 crater formed after sand ripples in the area
last migrated, which is estimated to be about
200,000 years ago. "This cluster has about
eight craters, and they're all the same age,"
said Matt Golombek, rover team member at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif. "They're from an impactor that broke up
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky

in the atmosphere, which is quite common."
Opportunity and its twin, Spirit, completed
their three-month prime missions on Mars in
April 2004. Both rovers continued for years
of bonus, extended missions. Both have made
important discoveries about wet environments
on ancient Mars that may have been favorable
for supporting microbial life. Spirit has not
communicated with Earth since March 2010.
Opportunity remains active. It has driven 17.8
miles total on Mars, including 1.2 miles since
leaving "Santa Maria" crater on March 24, 2011,
after studying that crater for three months.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division
of the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, manages the Mars Exploration
Rover Project for the NASA Science Mission
Directorate, Washington. f

Cassini Sees Saturn
Electric Link with
Enceladus
(NASA/JPL) NASA is releasing the
first images and sounds of an electrical
connection between Saturn and one of its
moons, Enceladus. The data collected by the
agency's Cassini spacecraft enable scientists to
improve their understanding of the complex
web of interaction between the planet and
its numerous moons. The results of the data
analysis are published in the journals Nature
and Geophysical Research Letters.
Scientists previously theorized an electrical

onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.  
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.
circuit should exist at Saturn. After analyzing
data that Cassini collected in 2008, scientists saw
a glowing patch of ultraviolet light emissions
near Saturn's north pole that marked the
presence of a circuit, even though the moon
is 150,000 miles away from the planet.
The patch occurs at the end of a magnetic
field line connecting Saturn and its moon
Enceladus. The area, known as an auroral
footprint, is the spot where energetic electrons
dive into the planet's atmosphere, following
magnetic field lines that arc between the planet's
north and south polar regions.
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"The footprint discovery at Saturn is one
of the most important fields and particle
revelations from Cassini and ultimately may
help us understand Saturn's strange magnetic
field," said Marcia Burton, a Cassini fields and
particles scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif. "It gives us
the first visual connection between Saturn
and one of its moons."
The auroral footprint measures approximately
750 mile by less than 250 miles, covering an
area comparable to California or Sweden. At its
brightest, the footprint shone with an ultraviolet
light intensity far less than Saturn's polar
auroral rings, but comparable to the faintest
aurora visible at Earth without a telescope in
the visible light spectrum. Scientists have not
found a matching footprint at the southern
end of the magnetic field line.
Jupiter's active moon Io creates glowing
footprints near Jupiter's north and south
poles, so scientists suspected there was an
analogous electrical connection between Saturn
and Enceladus. It is the only known active
moon in the Saturn system with jets spraying
water vapor and organic particles into space.
For years, scientists used space telescopes to
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search Saturn's poles for footprints, but they
found none.
"Cassini fields and particles instruments
found particle beams aligned with Saturn's
magnetic field near Enceladus, and scientists
started asking if we could see an expected
ultraviolet spot at the end of the magnetic
field line on Saturn," said Wayne Pryor, a lead
author of the Nature study released today, and
Cassini co-investigator at Central Arizona
College in Coolidge, Ariz. "We were delighted
to find the glow close to the 'bulls-eye' at the
center of our target."
In 2008, Cassini detected a beam of energetic
protons near Enceladus aligned with the
magnetic field and field-aligned electron beams.
A team of scientists analyzed the data and
concluded the electron beams had sufficient
energy flux to generate a detectable level of
auroral emission at Saturn. A few weeks later,
Cassini captured images of an auroral footprint
in Saturn's northern hemisphere. In 2009,
a group of Cassini scientists led by Donald
Gurnett at the University of Iowa in Iowa
City, detected more complementary signals
near Enceladus consistent with currents that
travel from the moon to the top of Saturn's
atmosphere, including a hiss-like sound from
the magnetic connection. That paper was
published in March in Geophysical Research
Letters.
The water cloud above the Enceladus jets
produces a massive, ionized "plasma" cloud
through its interactions with the magnetic
bubble around Saturn. This cloud disturbs the
magnetic field lines. The footprint appears to
flicker in these new data, so the rate at which
Enceladus is spewing particles may vary.
"The new data are adding fuel to the fire of
some long-standing debates about this active
little moon," said Abigail Rymer, the other lead
author of the Nature study and a Cassini team
scientist based at the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, Md.
"Scientists have been wondering whether the
venting rate is variable, and these new data
suggest that it is." f
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Month in
History
July
4: Deep Impact probe is intentionally impacted
with Comet Temple 1 in 2005.
6: The Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia
Mathematica (usually referred to as The
Principia) was published by Sir Isaac Newton
in 1687. This massive work described the
laws of physics as developed by Newton.
7: Spanish explorer Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado’s expedition reached the Zuni
pueblo in New Mexico in 1540.
10: Telstar I, the first private communications
satellite was launched this day in 1962.
11: Skylab, the United States’ first orbiting
space station, was destroyed as it reentered
the atmosphere over the Indian Ocean in
1979. Skylab was launched in 1973 and
hosted three crews for a total mission time
of six months.
14: Mariner 4 was the first spacecraft to reach
the planet Mars. It returned the first closeup photographs of the Red Planet in 1965
during its close flyby.
15: In the first joint US/USSR space project,
an Apollo spacecraft and a Soyuz spacecraft
were launched into low earth orbit in 1975
headed towards a rendezvous and docking
(see the 17th). The American crew was
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Thomas Stafford, Vance Brand and Deke
Slayton. The Soviet crew was Alexei Leonov
and Valeriy Kubasov.
16: Apollo 11, the first mission to land men
on the moon was launched in 1969 leading
to the first lunar landing four days later.
17: The first rendezvous and docking of two
spacecraft from different nations occurred in
1975 as part of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project.
19: Edward Pickering, co-founder of the
American Association of Variable Star
Observers, was born in 1846.
20: Nils Adolf Eric Nordenskjöld completed
the first Northwest Passage across North
America in 1879.
20: Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became
the first men on the moon during the
Apollo 11 landing in 1969. Michael Collins
remained aboard the Command Module
in orbit around the moon.
20: The Viking 1 lander returned the first
pictures from the surface of Mars in 1976.
21: Virgil Grissom flew Liberty Bell 7 for 15
minutes on the second and final suborbital
flight in the Mercury program. The spacecraft
sank shortly after splashdown.
24: A captured German V-2 rocket became
the first rocket to be launched from Cape
Canaveral, Florida, in 1950.
29: The National Advisory Committee on
Aeronautics (NACA) was reorganized and
became the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) in 1959.
31: Ranger 7 returned the first close-up
photographs of the surface of the moon as
it crashed into the lunar surface in 1964. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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July

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit Elev.
Pluto
Sagittarius
11:30 pm (35°)
Ceres
Cetus
5:30 am (42°)
Eris
Cetus
6:51 am (50°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 5:41 pm (81°)
All times are Pacific Daylight Time. Rise and Haumea Boötes
6:50 pm (73°)
set times are for the astronomical horizon at
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
The Planets
of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
Mercury. Mercury is in the evening sky setting Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahnearly 2 hours after the sun at the late in keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require a
the month. Greatest eastern elongation professional sized telescope. Transit times and
(farthest east of the sun) occurs on July 19. altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the object
is at its highest in the southern sky. Each will
Venus. Venus is too close in direction to the appear slightly lower in the sky from Reno. f
sun to be visible. Superior conjunction
on the far side of the sun will occur on
August 16. It will reappear in the evening
The Moon
sky in the Fall.
Each day the moon rises about one hour
Mars. Mars, in Taurus, is visible in the morning later than the day before. The New Moon (not
sky shortly before sunrise. Look for Mars visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
rising about two hours before the sun.
rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Aries, is visible in the early The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
morning sky in the southeast. Look for and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
the last quarter moon above Jupiter on the last quarter moon rises near midnight and
morning of July 23.
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
Saturn. Saturn, in Virgo, is in the southwest closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
at sunset. Saturn is an excellent object for
the average.
viewing in a small telescope. The famous
rings are well placed and visible at moderate
New Moon July 1
1:54 am pdt
magnification. Look for the first quarter
First quarter July 7
11:29 pm
moon to pass below Saturn on the evening
Full Moon
July 14
11:40 pm
of July 7.
Last quarter July 22
10:02 pm
New Moon July 30
11:40 am
Uranus. Uranus, in Pisces, is about 30° west
of Jupiter and rises about two hours earlier.
Apogee
Jun. 23
9:14 pm pdt
The waning gibbous moon is above and to
Perigee
July 7
7:05 am
the left of Uranus on the morning of July 21.
Apogee
July 21
3:48 pm
Neptune. Neptune, in Aquarius, is visible in
There will be a partial eclipse of the sun
the east as it rises shortly near 10:00 pm by visible from the Arctic on June 1. There will
mid-month. Look for the waning gibbous be a total Lunar eclipse on June 15. Neither
moon to be above Neptune on July 17.
will be visible from the U.S. f
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2011
The Sun

Date
July 1
July 4
July 7
July 10
July 13
July 16
July 19
July 22
July 25
July 28
July 31

Las Vegas

Sunrise
5:27 am pdt
5:28
5:30
5:32
5:34
5:36
5:38
5:40
5:42
5:44
5:47

Sunset
8:02 pm pdt
8:01
8:01
8:00
7:59
7:57
7:56
7:54
7:52
7:49
7:47
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The Sun

Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

Meteor Shower
The Delta Aquarid meteor shower reaches its
peak on the night of July 27/28. The number of
meteors visible varies from 15 to 35 per hour.
The stream of material causing this shower is
relatively broad. The earth enters the stream
around July 15 and leaves it in mid-August.
The nearly new moon will not interfere with
observations near the date of maximum.
Meteors are best seen after midnight where
the sky is clear and dark. This means the
observer must get away from city lights. For
the Las Vegas area, you need to get at least 30
miles away from the city. Excellent observing
sites can be found near Lake Mead, Red Rock
Canyon or Valley of Fire. For the Reno area,
Pyramid Lake, about 40 miles north of Sparks,
is a good location.
Meteors from a shower can be seen anywhere
in the sky. Because the particles causing the
meteors are traveling on parallel paths, you
can trace back the path of each meteor to a
common place in the sky. This place is called
the radiant for the shower. The radiant for
this shower is near the star Delta Aquarii in
the zodiacal constellation of Aquarius.
While the Delta Aquarid shower is rather
bland, next month we will have what is usually
the best meteor shower of the year. Now is the
time to start planning for the Perseid shower

Date
July 1
July 4
July 7
July 10
July 13
July 16
July 19
July 22
July 25
July 28
July 31

Reno

Sunrise
5:36 am pdt
5:37
5:39
5:41
5:43
5:45
5:47
5:50
5:52
5:55
5:58

Sunset
8:30 pm pdt
8:30
8:29
8:28
8:27
8:25
8:23
8:21
8:19
8:16
8:13

Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

which will peak on the night of August 11/12.
Unfortunately, the Perseids will be impeded
by a nearly full moon this year. The Perseids
are one of the three best showers during the
year. The other showers are the Geminids in
mid-December and the Quadrantids in early
January. 

Aphelion
As the earth travels around the sun, its
distance from the sun changes slightly. This
year, our distance from the sun will be greatest
(aphelion) on July 4 at 8:00 am. The distance
of the center of the earth from the center of
the sun will be 152,102,090 kilometers or
94,511,860 miles. Over a year, our distance
from the sun varies by ±1.7% from the average
which is called the Astronomical Unit (AU).
The AU has a length of 149,597,870 km or
92,955,810 miles. This is often rounded to
93 million miles or 150 million kilometers
for a simple approximation. 

Solar Eclipse
There will be a partial eclipse of the Sun
on July 1. The eclipse will be visible in the
southern Indian Ocean and part of Antarctica.
No part of the eclipse will be visible from the
United States. 

Now Playing
In Las Vegas

In Reno

Tales of the
Maya Skies
Origins of Life
The Little Star
That Could

Hurricane on the
Bayou in Skydome 8/70TM
Cosmic Safari

Seasonal Stargazing
all in Digistar 4TM

in SciDomeTM

Universe
in SciDomeTM

Seasonal Stargazing

The CSN Planetarium and The Fleischmann Planetarium are units of the
Nevada System of Higher Education.
CSN President: Dr. Michael Richards
UNR President: Dr. Marc Johnson, Interim
NSHE Chancellor: Daniel Klaich
NSHE Board of Regents: James Dean Levitt - Chair, Dr. Jason Geddes - Vice
Chair, Mark Alden, Dr. Andrea Anderson, Robert Blakely, William Cobb,
Cedric Crear, Dr. Mark Doubrava, Ronald Knecht, Kevin Melcher, Kevin Page,
Dr. Jack Lund Schofield, Michael Wixom.

Contact us at:
The Planetarium - S1A

Fleischmann Planetarium

College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030-4228

University of Nevada
1664 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89557-0010

http://www.csn.edu/planetarium/

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

